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THE FIFTH JOINT MEETING OF THE 

AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY AND THE ASSOCIATION 

OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS 

The fifth joint meeting of the Association of American Geographers and the American 
Geographical Society was held at the Society's house, Broadway at 156th Street, New York, 
on April 22 and 23. Mr. John Greenough, President of the Society, welcomed the mem- 
bers of the Association, and Miss Ellen Churchill Semple, President of the Association, pre- 
sided. The program follows: 

Friday Morning Session 
WILLIAM L. WESTERMANN: The Treaty of Sevres. 
NEVIN M. FENNEMAN: Certain Human and Economic Problems Growing Out of 

Physical Conditions in Africa. 
HOMER L. SHANTZ: New Vegetation and Land Classification Maps of Africa. 
CURTIS F. MARBUT: A Proposed Soil Map of Africa. 

Friday Afternoon Session 
ALAN G. OGILVIE: Distribution Studies in Relation to the Millionth Map of Hispanic 

America. 
GEORGE M. MCBRIDE: Geographical Aspects of Land Tenure Systems in Mexico. 
M. AUROUSSEAU: The Distribution of Population-A Constructive Problem. 

Friday Evening 
Round Table Discussion of GEOGRAPHICAL RESEARCH led by 

F. E. ST. AUSTELL, Continental and Commercial National Bank, Chicago. 
H. P. VOSE, Research Department, American International Corporation, New York 

City. 
ARCHER W. DOUGLAS, Simmons Hardware Company, St. Louis. 
H. H. BARROWS, University of Chicago. 

Saturday Morning Session 
HENRY S. GRAVES: Our Critical Forest Problems. 
FRANK A. WAUGH: Diversity of Forest Utility. 

The Society entertained the Association at dinner on Thursday and Friday night and 
at luncheon on Friday and Saturday. On Thursday night following the dinner there was 
an informal conference on "Geography in Higher Institutions of Learning," led by Professor 
Edward B. Mathews, Chairman of the Division of Geology and Geography, National 
Research Council. 

Under the title of "Geology and Geography in the United States" Professor Mathews' 
paper (with Homer P. Little as junior author) is published in a preliminary edition in the 
Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, Vol. 32, 1921, pp. 1-22, Reprint and Circular 
Series of the National Research Council. It is a paper of more than passing importance 
in the development of the educational side of these two subjects. In a summary of the paper 
are the five following conclusions of geographical interest: 

"The opportunities for training in geography are inadequate to supply the specialists 
demanded. In our educational system there is also an unfortunate break in continuity of 
instruction in the subject in high schools and colleges, so that few become acquainted with 
its possibilities as a vocation. 
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"The present lack of collegiate instruction prevents the presentation of the professional 
possibilities of geography and deprives students of a general training especially helpful in 
many fields of activity. 

"The productivity of the relatively few specialists in geography is great, covering a wide 
range of subjects, without very clear definition of the limits of geography toward other 
subjects, either as to method or matter. 

"Closer characterization in this respect would help administrative educators to understand 
the advantages accruing from the establishment of courses in collegiate and university 
geography and their proper departmental association. 

"Research in geography is largely unorganized and individual, except in the field of 
exploratory expeditions." 

Both the program and the discussions were even more interesting and valuable than on 

preceding occasions. Of the papers mentioned in the program, that by Mr. Aurousseau will 
be published in the October number of the Review; those by Messrs. Marbut and Shantz 
will form part of a descriptive pamphlet to be published with maps of the soils and vegetation 
of Africa under the joint auspices of the National Research Council and the American 
Geographical Society; Mr. McBride's paper will form a number in the Research Series of 
the Society; and Mr. Ogilvie's paper dealt with matters relating to the millionth maps and 
accompanying handbooks announced in an earlier number-of the Review. 

Professor Westermann's spirited paper dealt with the historical setting of the treaty of 
Sevres; Dr. Graves' paper presented the state of forests and forest problems in their 
geographical relationships; and Mr. Waugh's paper gave a generar view of the character, 
use, and value of the forest reserves of the United States. 
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